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Your physical
access control system
needs cybersecurity
protection
If you have a modern physical access control system
that’s connected to your IP network, it’s essential
it has adequate cybersecurity protection. Without
this, it’s vulnerable to hacking by cybercriminals, and
the results can include unauthorised access to your
premises, data theft, physical theft or even terrorism.
Which, ultimately, could lead to serious safety threats,
financial losses and damage to your organisation’s
reputation, growth and stability.
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Cross-industry insight into
protection levels
We carried out survey to investigate how well (or not) organisations in a variety of
industries are protecting their physical access control systems from cybercrime. We
were looking to see which of the following three risk categories organisations fall
into:

Guarded – physical access control systems protected by plenty of
cybersecurity.
If this is you: You’re doing great but remember that things change quickly. It’s
important to keep abreast of the latest developments and make sure you can easily
increase your cybersecurity when and how you need to.

Elevated – physical access control systems partially protected by
some cybersecurity.
If this is you: You may not have enough protection for your system yet. As
cybercrime gets increasingly more sophisticated, it’s important to assess your
protection regularly and ensure there are no gaps.

Critical – physical access control systems with serious gaps in
cybersecurity protection.
If this is you: As the repercussions of a cyberattack on your physical access control
system can be so damaging – to both your organisation and your employees – it’s
crucial to increase your protection.
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The results
Our survey* shows that 70% percent of respondents
questioned fall into the Elevated category. This is
encouraging – it indicates that many respondents are
now making concerted efforts to protect their physical
access control systems.
Even more promising, is the fact that a fifth are in
the Guarded category. These respondents are giving
cybersecurity the serious attention it needs to help
ensure their physical access control systems are well
protected.
What’s concerning, though, is the other end of the
scale. 10% of the respondents questioned are in the
Critical category, which means their physical access
control systems could be at serious risk of being
compromised by cybercriminals.

*As at February 2nd 2021, with 70
respondents questioned.
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A deeper look at the questions
we asked, and why
1.

When did you last carry out a cybersecurity risk
assessment of your physical access control system?
A.
B.
C.

In the last six months to a year.
Around one or two years ago.
Longer than two years ago or never.

In the last six
months to a year

Around one or
two years ago

Longer than two
years ago or never

Why this is important
ASIS guidelines recommend doing a risk assessment
for your physical security system twice a year. If you
have a modern physical access control system that
uses software and IP-based network connections,
it’s important to include cybersecurity risks in this
assessment.
Cybercrime is becoming increasingly more
sophisticated and new approaches and techniques
develop quickly. So if you only do a risk assessment
once a year, or less, you may not pick up on new risks
until it’s too late.
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During your risks assessments, it’s also important to
check that your access control system is up to date.
When manufacturers issue new releases for access
control software, it’s not just about updating features
and functionality. One of the key reasons is to provide
updated security patches to combat everchanging
security threats.
Some manufacturers, such as Nedap, offer upgrade
assurance to ensure your system is always up to date.
Key takeaway: Make sure you conduct cybersecurity
risk assessments regularly (ideally twice a year), as
part of the risk assessment for your overall physical
security system.
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2.

Do you have clear security policies for your physical
access control system and other IP-networked
hardware such as printers?

A.
		
B.
		
C.

Yes, we have a range of clear, detailed security policies that
are reviewed regularly.
Yes, we have some security policies but they’re not comprehensive
and haven’t been reviewed in a while.
No – everyone knows what they need to do so we keep it informal.

Yes, we have a range of clear,
detailed security policies that are
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reviewed regularly.
Yes, we have some security
policies but they’re not
comprehensive and haven’t been
reviewed in a while.
No – everyone knows what they
need to do so we keep it informal.

Why this is important
Even if you have the world’s best access control
technology, you’re likely to have increased risks if you
don’t have clear, up-to-date policies for using it.
To be well protected, you need to ensure all three
pillars of your security triangle are strong and able to
function effectively. These three pillars are:
• System
• Procedures
• Humans
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Hopefully, you’ve chosen a good access control system,
so that element’s covered. And you’ve appointed
the right people, so the human pillar of your security
triangle is solid too. You then need to provide carefully
considered, detailed policies that clearly show the
people using your system what procedures to follow.
It’s important to review these policies each time you
carry out a risk assessment (ideally twice a year),
to ensure they’re up to date. And also provide the
necessary training to make sure your people can
implement your policies correctly.
Key takeaway: Ensure you have clear, detailed security
policies and update them regularly.
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3.

Do you ensure the use of strong passwords to log into
your physical access control system?

A.
Yes, anyone logging into our access control system must use a strong
		
password and they are forced to change it after a set period of days.
B.
Yes, anyone logging into our access control system must use a strong
		password.
C.
No, we don’t have a system for enforcing the use of strong passwords
		
or changing them regularly.

Yes, anyone logging into our access
control system must use a strong
password and they are forced to
change it after a set period of days.
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Yes, anyone logging into our access
control system must use a strong
password.
No, we don’t have a system
for enforcing the use of strong
passwords or changing them
regularly.

Why this is important
If people aren’t forced to use a strong password
and change it regularly, there’s a risk they may use
the same weak password for multiple systems and
applications. This may include the applications they
use at home, such as Netflix or Gmail, as well those
they use at work. So, if an employee’s Gmail password
gets stolen, and they use same password for your
access control system, your organisation’s security is
now at risk of being compromised too.
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Another way to increase protection for your access
control system is by using single sign-on. If people
have fewer passwords to remember (or store in a
password manager), they’re more likely to use a unique
password for your access control system. You could
also use multi-factor authentication to add an extra
layer of security. Employees would then have to, for
example, enter a code that’s texted to their mobile to
complete the sign-in procedure for your system.
Key takeaway: Set strict rules and processes for
logging into your access control system.
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4.

Where do you store the data for your physical
access control system?
A.
B.
C.

In the cloud.
In a server room, with backup managed by IT.
Locally, on the access control server.

In the cloud.
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In a server room, with
backup managed by IT.

Locally, on the access
control server.

Why this is important
Today’s access control systems usually have a
database to record details such as user profiles, access
permissions, events such as alarms being triggered,
and so on. Typically, this is a SQL database and the
more advanced your access control system the more
detailed this database will be and the more valuable
data it will hold.
This means it’s really important that the data in
your access control database is well protected from
cybercriminals. If someone is able to hack into your
database, they could gain information that would allow
them to log in to your access control system. They
could then enable unwanted access to sites, buildings
and other secure zones. And they could manipulate or
even remove events that show what they or others did.
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On top of this, there are GDPR regulations to consider
when protecting data. And, even outside of cybercrime,
you need to ensure that if something goes wrong with
your database you have access to a backup of the data.
If you have one centralised database, which is possible
with a system such as AEOS, it means you only have
one database to protect and backup. All your data
should be encrypted, typically with SQL encryption,
and the safest place to store it is in the cloud.
You could also consider using the 802.1x protocol to
further increase the security of your IP network and, in
turn, your database.
Key takeaway: Ensure your access control data is
encrypted and stored safely – preferably in the cloud.

5.

How is this data transferred – nationally and
internationally?
A.
B.
C.

All locations are connected to the cloud.
All locations can access the server room via our VPN.
We use USBs or file-transfer providers.

All locations are
connected to the cloud.
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All locations can
access the server
room via our VPN.
We use USBs or
file-transfer providers.

Why this is important
Data from your access control system will move
between your database, your server and user devices
such as desktops, laptops and tablets. If you have
more than one location and a centralised database, it
will need to move between these too.
All data must be encrypted during transit, even when
it’s moving locally between your database and server,
or between your server and user devices. And it’s
important to use a high level of encryption, such as the
TLS protocol, to keep your data secure while it travels
over your network.
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As with data storage, the safest option is to connect all
of your locations to the cloud so they can access your
data (which, ideally, is stored in the cloud). The next
best option is to use a virtual private network. It’s really
not advisable to use USBs for data transfer as these
can easily be lost or stolen. And file-transfer services
often don’t offer the level of security needed for access
control data.
Key takeaway: Encrypt all data during transit, and
(ideally) connect all your locations – locally, nationally
and internationally – to the cloud.

Need help in improving the security of your
physical access control system?
Please contact us.
info@nedapsecurity.com
+31 (0)544 471 111
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